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Rationale 
 
At Eatock Primary School we believe that staff should inspire confidence through having a sound knowledge of 
the subjects being taught and the child's stage of development. Staff should have high expectations, be 
enthusiastic, well organised and consistent. They should plan lessons employing appropriate strategies and 
differentiation, with clear learning objectives, as children make the most progress when they have a clear 
understanding of the objectives and expectations of the lesson and are motivated when presented with 
challenging but achievable tasks. 
We believe that emotional learning is at the centre of the learning brain and that children learn best in an 
emotionally, nurturing environment. Children engage in learning when in a stimulating environment, where they 
feel valued and secure, this develops confidence, independence and mutual respect. This is underpinned by 
adults within the learning environment having firm and fair boundaries within which the children can learn. High 
expectations for behaviour and attitudes towards learning ensure high standards. The school is committed to the 
‘Inclusion Agenda’ and strives to ensure ALL children have access to quality teaching and resources. 
We believe that every child should have an equal opportunity to achieve. 
 
Curriculum Intent  
At Eatock the key drivers in shaping our curriculum are the school’s mission statement, vision and aims. We 
believe that children should experience excellent teaching and develop a deep love of learning. In delivering our 
curriculum we aim to remove any barriers to learning so that ALL children are able to make progress across the 
whole school curriculum. Our school curriculum, which is based on the National Curriculum and the EYFS 
statutory framework, is bespoke and tailored to meet the needs of all of our children. We aim to ensure that all 
children will be confident, articulate and effective communicators by the time they leave our school. We take a 
Growth Mind set approach to delivering the Eatock curriculum and we want all our children to develop an ‘I can’ 
attitude towards their learning and a strong resilience to challenge (GRIT) by understanding the importance of 
the ‘Power of Yet’ and the value of making mistakes. We aim to ensure that all children have a secure 
understanding of Fundamental British Values, gain an understanding of equal opportunity, are able to celebrate 
the richness and diversity of the society in which they live and are fully prepared for life as a global citizen. 
Through the curriculum, we want our children to be able to make positive choices in terms of their social 
interactions, health and personal wellbeing and we also have a high focus on ensuring the children will be ‘tech 
savvy’ and highly computer literate. A key approach to achieving our curriculum intent is for our curriculum to be 
filled with rich first-hand experiences. 
 
 
Aims  
 
We want all our children to:- 

 
 be  involved in making decisions regarding their learning and know how they learn best. 

 

 be fully included in teaching and learning sessions. 
 

 remember what they have been taught in the long term. 
 

 develop resilience and a ‘Growth Mind set’. 
 

 be proficient communicators, readers and be numerate. 
 

 have a range of opportunities to learn outside the classroom and be immersed in experiential learning. 
 

 achieve the standards expected, or above, appropriate to their age and needs, in all subjects 
 

 be confident users of computers and to be able to apply computing skills across the curriculum 
 

 experience success and be proud of their achievements 
 

 be able to make positive choices in terms of health and personal well being. 
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 be motivated to learn, experience the satisfaction of learning and know how they learn best. 
 

 have an understanding of their strengths and targets for development. 
 

 have an understanding of the richness and diversity of the society in which they live. 
 

 gain an understanding of the concept of equality of opportunity. 
 

 have developed a range of ‘life skills’, feel safe and understand how to be safe, including a secure 
understanding of online safety 

 

 know what’s right and wrong and take responsibility for their own actions 

 
 recognise and have developed their differing learning styles (Visual, Auditory, Reading and Kinaesthetic) 

 
 be flexible, independent, confident and well motivated learners, well prepared for their next phase of 

learning and for their life as 21st Century citizens. 
 
 
 
 
Expectations 
 
Teachers should:- 

have confident knowledge and understanding of the knowledge, skills and concepts to be taught ( including 
ensuring mastery approaches) 

know how to plan for progression within English and maths and the Foundation subjects 

deliver the school’s agreed Curriculum Policy. 

enter planning for learning on the school network in the week prior to it being taught. 

use medium term planning to plan the unit of work, but take a flexible approach to teaching and learning e.g. 
child initiated and child led learning. 

pre-plan differentiated activities, pupil grouping arrangements and resources using whatever format is helpful 
to the individual member of staff.  

set time targets to ensure the pace of learning and time management skills in pupils, appropriate to the age 
of the children. 

give a clear statement to pupils of the learning objective of the lesson (WALT), the activity and the success 
criteria (WILF). 

use ‘live’ (at the point of learning) feedback and marking to progress the children’s learning.  

have plenary sessions throughout the lesson, whereby the learning objective is reinforced by the sharing of 
work, discussing outcomes , clarifying errors, challenging pupils etc. 

ensure other staff, volunteers or students are clear about their role in the lesson and are used effectively to 
best support learning and progress according to their experience. 

ensure student teachers, teaching a class, are closely monitored by the class teacher. 

promote confidence in children with the aim of developing their confidence and self-esteem  
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show enthusiasm to challenge and motivate the children  

ensure individual needs are met through monitoring pupils and giving oral and written feedback.  

create a stimulating environment (see also Learning Environment Policy) 

implement systems which  enable the classroom to function smoothly. 

use high quality resources which enable appropriate differentiation  

Planning 

Planning should identify: 
 

 Learning objectives ( WALT )  
 

 Assessment criteria ( WILF ) 
 

 All adults working with groups 
 

 Clearly differentiated learning tasks for groups. 
 

 Attainment levels of groups. 
 

 Identify individuals and groups e.g. FSM, SEND etc 
 

 A range of strategies for teaching and learning. 
 

 Consistency throughout school 
 

There is no set school format for planning. Teachers are able to record their planning in any format as long as all 
the above information is present and it can be followed by other adults working in the class.  

 
Medium term Planning 

Medium Term planning should: 

 reflect the school’s vision and aims 

 reflect the school’s curriculum intent 

 link clearly to the National Curriculum 2014 Year group objectives 

 make clear what knowledge, skills and concepts are to be taught and when  

 be based on prior achievement and attainment 

 contain differentiated teaching objectives addressing process as well as content  

 highlight the knowledge, skills and concepts to be taught during each topic 

 give clear links to rich and motivating activities and resources  

 indicate teaching approaches which will engage and interest the pupils  

 contain a schedule for various assessment items in line with school policy  

 indicate key vocabulary that might be barriers to learning  

 give guidance to support teachers plan in more detail the approaches and resources which will engage 

and interest the students  

 give guidance for assessment activities and strategies e.g. probing questions, self and peer assessment 

opportunities  

 give examples of ways in which learning can be taken beyond the classroom, e.g. consolidation, 

extension, application, mastery approaches, historical links  

 offer prompts for reflecting on and evaluating the lesson in order to inform/review the planned next steps 

for this unit  
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Teaching styles 
 
We believe there is no ‘one size fits all’ teaching style; teachers need to be flexible and adaptable and change 
their style to suit individuals, groups, or the subject being taught. They need to bear in mind that their teaching 
style may not suit all the children’s learning style! Staff should be aware of planning lessons with Emotional 
Intelligence that incorporate the use of the outdoors and a meet the needs of a variety of learning styles. 
Lessons should provide opportunities for brain breaks. Staff should adopt a balance of teaching styles and 
organise a range of pupil groupings and have a commitment to learning inside and outdoors. Staff must provide 
regular feedback as they are teaching. 
 
 
Classroom Management  
 
Resources – all learning areas follow the guidelines as stated in Eatock’s Learning Environment Policy. 
 
Curriculum – manage learning and deliver the school’s agreed Curriculum Policy.  
 
People – we ensure that all people involved in the children’s learning are aware of policies and procedures. It is 
the class teacher’s responsibility to monitor children’s learning even if they are working with other adults. The 
class teacher must ensure that volunteers, support staff and students are deployed appropriately. 
 
Time – Teachers are given flexibility within the timetable to provide a rich learning experience to ensure the 
maximum benefits for children’s learning.  
 
Pupil Achievement and Attainment 
 
We monitor pupils learning through our Assessment procedures (see Assessment for Learning Policy), which 
includes Target Setting, WALT (We are learning to) and WILF (What I am looking for), Check or Challenge 
feedback and Golden Book writing feedback. Each year group has its own tracking file which moves with them 
as they progress through the school.Data should be entered on the SIMs. 
 
Inclusion  
 
At Eatock, we create an environment that embraces respects and values the participation and contribution of 
everyone in our school community. 
 
Professional Development 
 
All staff are involved in ongoing continuing professional development (CPD) See Performance Management 
Policy). This process is integral to the life of the school. We aim to ensure the development of people, 
recognising their individual needs, whilst at the same time developing their contribution to the whole school 
community. CPD is carried out within a climate of mutual valuing, sharing, support, nurturing and trust. 
  

 
Working with Parents  
 
At Eatock, we believe that parental involvement plays an integral role in the education of our children. Parents 
are encouraged to work in partnership with school through the following areas: 
 
Curriculum Parental Links 
 

 Termly meetings, child, parent and teacher discussion. 

 Individual meetings as required. 

 Target setting meetings. 

 Special needs – IEP setting discussions and EHCP reviews. 

 Homework liaison books ( reading diaries etc) 

 Meetings focused upon specific areas i.e. new child reading meetings, KS meetings, SATs information 
evening etc. 

 Liaison with parents with regard to transition to high school. 

 New child introductory visits. 
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Social Parental Links 
 

 Regular Friends of Eatock Meetings and events. 

 Themed coffee mornings/events/ discos. 

 Invitation to class assemblies. 

 Involvement in clubs ( gardening club/ parent child computer club etc) 
 
Keeping Parents Informed 
 

 Monthly Head Teacher’s newsletter. 

 Termly class newsletter. 

 Information leaflets – informing of up and coming events. 

 External/Playground Board updates. 

 Regular ‘Well Done’ cards. 

 ‘What I’ve Learnt This Week’ information. 

 Key Stage meetings for parents /carers 

 Texting Service 

 Website, Face Book, Twitter 
 
Involving parents in daily school life 
 

 Educational visits. 

 Supporting staff in school. 

 Invitation to attend curriculum workshops and theme days. 
 
 

Our vision is to ensure that every child in our school leads a happy, successful and purposeful life. By 

the time they leave Eatock, we want them to have acquired all the necessary personal and academic 

skills that will be needed throughout their lives, so that they can become well rounded people who aim 

to be better than their best. 

 
 

 
 
 

This policy was written by the whole staff on September 7th 2009 
Presented to the Governor’s Curriculum Committee November 2009 

Reviewed annually 
Last reviewed September 2019 
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